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Abstract: Vibration issues pose a significant challenge to the automotive transmission 

system, primarily caused by the gear transmission error in the differential gear. This 

vibration effect directly impacts vehicle performance and driving comfort, potentially 

leading to overall performance degradation, increased noise levels, reduced driving stability, 

and even health and safety concerns. To effectively address this challenge, researchers have 

implemented a series of vibration suppression and control strategies. These include 

improving gear manufacturing precision, utilizing shock absorbers, introducing active 

vibration control systems, applying intelligent control technology, and enhancing the 

suspension system. By implementing these strategies, a substantial improvement in the 

performance and safety of automobiles is expected, providing drivers with an exceptional 

driving experience. This study aims not only to address vibration issues but also to offer 

robust guidance for improving the design and performance of automotive transmission 

systems to meet increasingly stringent performance and comfort standards. 

1. Introduction 

The vibrational effects caused by gear transmission error in automotive differentials are a pressing 

issue in vehicle transmission systems. These vibrations directly affect vehicle performance, driving 

experience, and safety. The significance of differentials as core components of the transmission 

system in the overall operation of a vehicle is self-evident. However, in the differential gear 

transmission, vibrations are inevitably generated due to manufacturing precision and various external 

factors, potentially resulting in a series of adverse effects. Addressing these adverse effects is a key 

research area that requires focused exploration. 

2. Differential Overview  

2.1. Purpose and Function of the Differential  

The primary purpose and function of the differential is to allow the drive wheels of a vehicle to 

rotate at different speeds to adapt to various road conditions and driving situations. When driving in 

a straight line, the vehicle's left and right drive wheels need to rotate at the same speed to ensure 

smooth forward movement and maximize traction. However, when driving on curves or curved roads, 

the inner and outer wheels need to rotate at different speeds as they cover different distances. Without 
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a differential, the drive wheels would be locked at the same speed, leading to vehicle twisting, shaking, 

and a loss of traction. The differential, through its precise gear mechanism and working principle, 

allows relative sliding between the drive wheels to meet this varying speed requirement. This means 

that the inner and outer tires can rotate freely, ensuring stable vehicle operation during turns while 

maximizing the utilization of the engine's power. Therefore, the differential not only provides better 

handling performance but also contributes to the vehicle's traction and stability, especially in adverse 

road conditions such as icy or rough off-road terrain. The differential ensures smooth performance 

and safety of the vehicle in various driving situations.[1] 

2.2. Basic Structure and Working Principle of the Differential  

The basic structure and working principle of the differential aim to enable the vehicle's drive 

wheels to rotate at different speeds to accommodate different driving conditions. The differential 

typically consists of gear components: two input gears and one output gear. The input gears are 

connected to the drive wheel axles, while the output gear is connected to the vehicle's main driveshaft. 

The differential housing is an external casing that accommodates the gear components, ensuring they 

operate in an environment of lubricating oil and providing support and sealing. Bearings and 

supporting structures support and position the gears to ensure their smooth operation.[2] The working 

principle of the differential is based on the concept of gear transmission and relative sliding, allowing 

the vehicle's left and right drive wheels to rotate at different speeds to adapt to various driving 

conditions. Straight-line driving: When the vehicle is moving in a straight line, the left and right drive 

wheels need to rotate at the same speed. In this situation, the input gears of the differential rotate at 

the same speed, and the output gear also rotates at the same speed. There is no relative sliding, and 

the differential is in a "locked" state, transmitting power to both drive wheels. Turning: When driving 

on curves or curved roads, the inner and outer wheels need to rotate at different speeds as they cover 

different distances. In this case, the working principle of the differential comes into play. One of the 

input gears can rotate freely, allowing the inner and outer drive wheels to rotate at different speeds to 

accommodate the vehicle's turning requirements. This relative sliding effect allows the differential to 

maintain the vehicle's stability while maximizing the utilization of the engine's power.[3] 

2.3. Position of the Differential in the Vehicle's Transmission System  

The position of the differential in the vehicle's transmission system is typically in the center or rear 

of the drive axle, although the specific location may vary depending on the vehicle's model and 

transmission system design. The differential is usually located between the front and rear drive wheels, 

ensuring that they are both connected to the differential simultaneously. For rear-wheel-drive vehicles, 

the differential is typically positioned at the rear of the vehicle, while for front-wheel-drive vehicles, 

the differential is located at the front of the vehicle. Four-wheel-drive vehicles typically have two 

differentials, one on the front drive axle and one on the rear drive axle, to ensure proper power 

distribution to all four wheels. The location of the differential allows it to effectively distribute power 

to the drive wheels while adjusting the rotational speed of the drive wheels during vehicle turns to 

prevent sliding and loss of traction between the inner and outer tires. Through its gear components 

and mechanical structure, the differential achieves this function, enabling the vehicle to maintain 

smooth performance under various driving conditions and providing improved handling and traction. 

Therefore, the accurate positioning and design of the differential ensure the vehicle's performance 

and driving safety.[4] 
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3. Vibration Effects of Gear Transmission Errors in Differentials  

3.1. Mechanism of Vibration in Differential Gear Transmission  

The vibration effects of gear transmission errors in differentials result from imperfections in gear 
manufacturing and assembly processes, as well as various forces and stresses that occur during gear 
operation. These vibration effects primarily involve factors such as gear tooth clearance, gear tooth 
profile errors, load imbalances, minor relative motion between gears, as well as wear and stress. The 
tiny clearances and irregularities between gear tooth surfaces lead to relative sliding and impacts 
between the gears, causing vibrations. Gear tooth profile errors, load imbalances, and minor relative 
motion between gears also influence vibration. Over time, gear wear and stress variations can amplify 
the amplitude of vibrations, reducing gear lifespan. Therefore, understanding and controlling the 
vibration effects of gear transmission errors in differentials can enhance the performance and driving 
comfort of automotive transmission systems. Manufacturers employ various measures to mitigate 
these vibrations, thereby improving vehicle performance and comfort.[5] 

3.2. Relationship between Gear Transmission Errors and Vibration  

Gear transmission errors result in incomplete meshing and irregular motion between gears. When 
there are small clearances, tooth profile errors, or load imbalances between gear tooth surfaces, 
relative sliding and impacts occur between the gears, leading to vibrations. These vibrations often 
exhibit periodic characteristics, with their frequency and amplitude dependent on gear parameters and 
the nature of transmission errors. Vibrations generated by gear transmission errors can propagate 
throughout the entire transmission system and vehicle structure. This includes the driveshaft, the 
differential housing, and the suspension system, among other components. The generation of 
vibrations causes dynamic instability in the vehicle, affecting driving comfort and handling 
performance. Vibration effects also give rise to acoustic issues, increasing the level of vehicle noise 
and reducing the acoustic performance of the vehicle. This is detrimental to both vehicle acoustic 
performance and passenger experience.[6] To mitigate the vibrations caused by gear transmission 
errors, manufacturers typically employ strategies such as using high-precision manufacturing 
processes to reduce gear errors, employing dampers to absorb vibration energy, utilizing active 
vibration control systems to suppress vibrations, and applying intelligent control technologies to 
adjust power distribution to minimize the impact of vibrations. 

4. Impact of Vibration Effects  

4.1. Performance Degradation  

Vibration effects in automotive transmission systems can lead to performance degradation, 
negatively impacting the overall vehicle performance. Vibration causes a reduction in transmission 
efficiency because irregular vibrational motion increases friction losses between gears, thereby 
decreasing the efficiency of power transfer to the wheels. This may result in reduced acceleration 
performance and also affect fuel economy by increasing fuel consumption. Vibration effects may 
decrease traction on the drive wheels, particularly under high-torque or high-load conditions, 
reducing traction and hill-climbing capabilities. Furthermore, vibrations can lead to unstable power 
output, affecting the perceived responsiveness and handling of the vehicle by the driver. Performance 
degradation due to vibrations diminishes driving comfort, vehicle economy, and handling 
performance, prompting manufacturers to take measures to mitigate these effects for improved overall 
vehicle performance. 
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4.2. Increased Noise Levels  

When vibrations exist in the transmission system, they can propagate into the vehicle's structure, 
generating sounds and noise. This can result in higher interior noise levels experienced by the driver 
and passengers, reducing driving and riding comfort. Prolonged exposure to vibration-induced noise 
can lead to fatigue, especially during long drives, impacting the driver's attention and concentration. 
Increased noise levels also diminish the acoustic performance of the vehicle, deteriorating the sound 
insulation from the external environment inside the vehicle. Therefore, reducing vibration effects can 
lower noise levels, enhance driving and riding comfort, and improve the vehicle's acoustic 
performance. Manufacturers often implement sound insulation measures and noise control 
technologies to mitigate these unwanted noise effects. 

4.3. Impaired Driving Stability  

Vibration effects can cause dynamic instability in the vehicle. When vibrations are present in the 
transmission system, they can propagate into the vehicle's suspension system and chassis, resulting 
in undesirable lateral or longitudinal vibrations during vehicle operation. These vibrations can affect 
vehicle stability, particularly at high speeds or during sharp turns, potentially decreasing handling 
performance and increasing driving challenges for the driver, consequently compromising vehicle 
safety. Vibration effects may also result in the driver perceiving the vehicle as unstable, making the 
driving experience less enjoyable. Furthermore, vibrations can lead to excessive wear on suspension 
system and chassis components, as continuous vibrations increase stress on these parts, reducing their 
lifespan and necessitating more frequent maintenance and higher repair costs. 

4.4. Health and Safety Issues  

Drivers exposed to prolonged periods of vibration may experience discomfort and health issues, 
including discomfort in the back, neck, and lower back, which can lead to chronic pain and discomfort. 
Persistent vibrations can also have adverse effects on the driver's spine and joints, increasing potential 
health risks. Vibration effects may impact driver attention and concentration, with ongoing vibrations 
causing fatigue, making the driver more prone to distraction or drowsiness, reducing driving safety. 
This is especially problematic for long-distance driving or tasks that require high levels of 
concentration, increasing the likelihood of accidents. Vibration effects can also affect passenger 
comfort and safety. If passengers feel uncomfortable due to vibrations, they may feel uneasy or 
anxious during the journey, which can affect riding comfort. Additionally, vibrations can impact the 
functionality of internal vehicle equipment and devices, such as seatbelts and airbags. 

5. Vibration Suppression and Control Strategies  

5.1. Improved Gear Manufacturing Precision  

Manufacturing high-precision gears contributes to reducing the vibrations caused by gear 
transmission errors, thereby enhancing the driving comfort and performance of automobiles. Precise 
gear manufacturing requires advanced manufacturing processes and equipment, such as CNC 
machines, gear grinding machines, and high-precision measuring devices, to ensure that the geometry 
and dimensions of the gears conform to design specifications. Using high-quality materials and 
employing appropriate heat treatment processes can increase gear hardness, wear resistance, and 
strength while reducing wear and deformation, thus extending the gear's service life. Regularly 
inspecting and measuring the geometric parameters of gears to ensure their accuracy falls within 
acceptable ranges can help identify and rectify issues during the manufacturing process. Automated 
manufacturing and meticulous assembly processes can reduce human errors, improving the 
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consistency and reliability of gear transmissions. Accurate gear meshing and assembly can minimize 
the generation of vibration effects and enhance the performance of the transmission system. 

5.2. Use of Dampers  

Dampers are typically hydraulic or spring devices designed to absorb and dissipate vibration 
energy, thereby reducing the propagation and impact of vibrations. Hydraulic dampers utilize the flow 
and damping effects of liquids to absorb vibration energy. When vibrations from the vehicle's 
transmission system reach the dampers, the damper pistons dampen the vibrations through the 
compression and flow of the liquid, thereby reducing the extent to which vibrations propagate into 
the vehicle's structure. This helps improve driving comfort and stability. Spring dampers, on the other 
hand, use the elasticity of springs to absorb and dissipate vibration energy. When the vehicle 
experiences vibrations, the springs compress and expand, mitigating the impact of vibrations. These 
dampers are commonly used in suspension systems, contributing to improved suspension 
performance and ride comfort. The selection and adjustment of dampers can be optimized based on 
specific driving needs. Some high-performance vehicles may employ adjustable dampers that allow 
drivers to fine-tune damper stiffness according to driving conditions for enhanced handling 
performance. Additionally, some modern cars are equipped with intelligent damper systems that can 
adjust damping in real-time based on sensor feedback to adapt to varying road conditions and driving 
situations. Using dampers helps mitigate the vibration effects caused by differential gear transmission 
errors, improving driving comfort, handling performance, and driving safety. Manufacturers typically 
consider damper performance and tuning in vehicle design to provide the best driving experience. 

5.3. Active Vibration Control Systems  

Active vibration control systems effectively reduce the vibration effects caused by differential gear 
transmission errors, thereby enhancing the driving comfort and stability of automobiles. This system 
relies on sensors and a control unit with real-time monitoring and adjustment capabilities. Active 
vibration control systems monitor the occurrence of vibrations using sensors placed throughout the 
vehicle. These sensors can detect parameters such as vibration frequency, amplitude, and phase, 
transmitting this information to the control unit. The control unit uses the data from the sensors to 
assess the severity and nature of the vibrations. Once undesirable vibrations are identified, the system 
takes control measures to suppress the vibrations. Active vibration control systems often use 
hydraulic or electronic control to achieve vibration suppression. For example, the system may adjust 
the suspension system's stiffness to alter the vehicle's dynamic characteristics and reduce the 
propagation of vibrations when vibrations are detected in the vehicle's transmission system. It can 
also control the distribution of driving forces within the transmission system to suppress vibrations. 
Active vibration control systems are real-time systems that dynamically adjust vibration suppression 
measures based on different driving conditions and vehicle speeds. This means they can adapt to 
various driving situations, providing optimal driving comfort and stability. Active vibration control 
systems are advanced technologies used to alleviate vibration effects, enhancing the driving quality 
in modern vehicles. They are becoming increasingly common and offer a better driving experience 
for both drivers and passengers while improving vehicle handling and safety. 

5.4. Intelligent Control Technologies  

Intelligent control technologies monitor a vehicle's status and driving conditions using various 
sensors that can detect information such as vehicle speed, steering angles, suspension system status, 
engine output, and vehicle load. These data provide detailed information about vehicle behavior and 
serve as the foundation for intelligent control systems. Intelligent control technologies utilize real-
time data analysis and algorithms to assess the nature and severity of vibrations. When undesirable 
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vibrations are detected, the system can take immediate control measures to suppress the vibrations. 
This may include adjusting the suspension system's stiffness, altering the distribution of driving forces, 
or tweaking the vehicle stability control system. Intelligent control technologies typically possess 
adaptive capabilities, allowing them to dynamically adjust control strategies based on driving 
conditions and vehicle speed. This means they can provide optimal vibration suppression 
performance in different driving situations, whether it be high-speed driving, city driving, or 
navigating rough roads. This technology helps improve driving comfort, stability, and handling 
performance in automobiles. It not only mitigates vibration effects but also optimizes the vehicle's 
dynamic characteristics, providing an enhanced driving experience. Additionally, intelligent control 
technologies enhance driving safety, particularly in adverse road conditions and emergency driving 
situations. 

5.5. Reducing Transmission Errors  

Transmission errors are typically caused by imperfections in the manufacturing and imperfect 
operation during transmission, producing high-precision gears to ensure that the geometry and 
dimensions of the gears conform to design specifications. This helps reduce irregular gear meshing 
and vibrations, which can be achieved through the use of advanced manufacturing processes, high-
precision machining equipment, and strict quality control. Using high-quality materials and 
employing appropriate heat treatment processes can increase gear hardness, wear resistance, and 
strength while reducing the risk of wear and deformation. This contributes to reducing transmission 
errors and extending the gear's service life. Regularly inspecting and calibrating the balance of the 
transmission system to ensure the proper operation of gears, bearings, and other components can also 
help reduce vibration effects and transmission errors. Intelligent control technologies and active 
vibration control systems can be used to dynamically adjust the performance of the transmission 
system to reduce transmission errors. These systems can reallocate the driving force of gears and 
adjust the stiffness of the suspension system in real-time based on driving conditions to provide 
optimal performance and driving experience. 

6. Conclusion  

The vibration effects caused by differential gear transmission errors impact various aspects of 
automotive transmission systems, including performance, driving comfort, safety, and health. The 
differential, as a core component of the transmission system, allows the drive wheels to rotate at 
different speeds, enabling the vehicle to perform better on turns or uneven road surfaces. However, 
differential gear transmission errors may lead to vibration effects that have adverse effects on overall 
vehicle performance. To mitigate the vibration effects caused by differential gear transmission errors, 
manufacturers can employ various strategies, including improving gear manufacturing precision, 
using dampers, implementing active vibration control systems, applying intelligent control 
technologies, and enhancing the suspension system, among others. These strategies help improve 
driving comfort, handling performance, and safety while reducing the adverse impact of vibration 
effects on drivers and passengers.  
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